A standardized procedure for quantitation of CD11b on polymorphonuclear neutrophil by flow cytometry: potential application in infectious diseases.
An up-regulation of the surface marker CD11b has been demonstrated during polymorphonuclear (PMN) cell activation. CD11b over-expression is often associated with inflammation and is considered as an early marker of infection. However, the absence of standardized assay and the variability of preanalytical settings leading to PMN artifactual activation have compromised the interest of this marker. In the present study a standardized quantitative flow cytometry assay directly performed in whole blood has been used to determine CD11b expression on PMN cells. The results indicate that quantitative flow cytometry can provide consistent CD11b density values between laboratories provided that a calibration system is used including specific calibrators, reagents and protocols. This method allowed us to evidence an up-regulation of CD11b expression for infected patients. This quantitation is a standardized and potentially useful method in clinical situations implying quantitative CD11b expression variations.